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The cocoa market saw some extreme price movement during
2011, first reaching multi-decade highs in March and then
losing nearly half of its value by year’s end. The main catalyst
for the price volatility was the political situation in the Ivory
Coast, where a civil war triggered by a disputed Presidential
election resulted in an export ban for cocoa and other key
commodities. Once opposition forces were able to gain control
of the Ivory Coast, the resulting build-up of cocoa supplies
was able to once again reach markets in Europe and North
America. In addition, the 2011/12 season resulted in all-time
record high cocoa crops for several major West African
producers. Ivory Coast cocoa port arrivals were over 1.5
million tonnes, while official cocoa purchases in Ghana
reached the 1 million tonne level for the first time ever.  This
resulting supply “glut” was matched by sluggish global
demand levels late in the year and kept prices under
considerable pressure. A turning point may have been reached
early in 2012 that may provide cocoa prices with an
opportunity to post solid gains during the next few months.

The Ivory Coast remains the focal point of the cocoa market,
and it may be that this season’s crop will provide the
cornerstone for an extended rally. Excessively dry conditions
over the past few months, due in large part to a severe edition
of the “Harmattan” winds, has caused a severe decline in
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The information in this report may be considered dated upon its release and should not be considered interpersonal advice. This report
is merely an opinion on the market and is a reflection of conditions as of its publication. Market conditions change! Traders should not
consider entering positions without their own independent analysis of the market’s current situation, nor without further consideration
of any changes to the information contained herein that may have occurred since this report was written. The authors are not
responsible for any verbal or written claims and opinions that might be provided in conjunction with this report. The trading suggestions
contained herein have been provided merely as a general guide and only for the purpose of quantifying the authors’ opinions.

This report includes information from sources believed to be reliable but no independent verification has been made and we do not
guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. This report should not be construed
as a request to engage in any transaction involving the purchase or sale of a futures contract and/or commodity option thereon. The
risk of loss in trading futures contracts or commodity options can be substantial, and investors should carefully consider the inherent
risks of such an investment in light of their financial condition. Any reproduction or retransmission of this report without the express
written consent of The Hightower Report is strictly prohibited.
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recently harvested cocoa levels. The full impact of these
negative crop conditions may not be fully seen until the
upcoming mid-crop is harvested later on this year. As of mid-
February, this season’s Ivory Coast cocoa port arrivals were
running around 80,000 tonnes behind last season’s pace, and
they are likely to lose further ground as the season goes on.
Many analysts are cutting back on their forecasts for the
Ivory Coast this season, as the crop could see a much larger
decline than the 10% that the International Cocoa
Organization (ICCO) is currently projecting.

Other key cocoa producing nations are having difficulty
reaching last season’s record totals. Ghana’s official cocoa
purchases were running ahead of last season’s levels at the
end of January, but officials have already targeted a crop
total more than 10% below last year. Problems with insects
are likely to reduce this season’s cocoa production in
Cameroon, while dry weather and political instability could
reduce Nigeria’s cocoa output by as much as 20%. While
Indonesia is expected to show some improvement from last
year’s severe reduction in cocoa production, it may take
several years for that nation’s cocoa industry to recover back
to “normal” levels.

Recent quarterly cocoa grindings data from Europe and North
America were a disappointment to many traders, but they
may have been a reflection of the general anxiety in global
markets during the fourth quarter of 2011. The positive
turnaround in macroeconomic sentiment since the holiday
season is likely to improve cocoa demand levels, as well as
relieving the pressure on commodity markets and feeding
into the shift towards a “risk-on” attitude in the market. In
addition, there are widespread expectations that emerging
market economies will see a sharp increase in cocoa demand
over the course of 2012.

One factor that has caused some concern to the bulls has
been the introduction of reform measures in the Ivory Coast,
which include forward sales of their upcoming 2012/13 crop.
However, any negative impact on prices would be more than
offset by the prospect of diminishing supplies and the
possibility that this season’s global supply deficit will grow
much larger as the year goes on.

From a technical standpoint, a turning point in the cocoa
market may have come when May cocoa followed a retest of
the mid-December lows with a $302 rally over the next two
sessions. Cocoa prices have been forming a bottom over the
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past two months and have rejected another extended move
below the $2,200 level earlier this month. The Commitment of
Traders report as of February 21st showed that trend-following
fund traders (non-commercial excluding commodity index
funds) were net short a whopping 23,994 contracts and were
closing in on their largest net-short position in at least 6
years. This could lead to extensive fund short-covering in
cocoa futures if a strong longer-term rally were to take hold,
and it would likely help to strengthen the upside momentum
of the market.

Suggested Trading Strategies:

1) Buy May Cocoa at 2324 with an objective of 2807.  Risk
the trade to 2254.

2) Buy the July cocoa 2550 call at 117 with an objective of
325. Risk a total of 55 points from entry.
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